




The simulation of thrust in breaststroke kick during the inward portion of the in-sweep
Satoshi YAMADA, Yoshinori TAKESHIMA
Abstract：Kicking like a propeller in breaststroke is nowadays widely used by 
breaststrokers. Yoshimura (1999) described that the kicking like a propeller was 
divided into the following five phases, recovery, outsweep, catch, insweep and lift. 
Moreover, the insweep is sorted into two phases. These two phases mean the first half 
of the insweep until the legs have been stretched straightly, and the inward portion 
of the insweep as a latter part. The inward portion of the insweep is called‘pinching 
insweep’on this study because it looks like water is pinched with both feet.
 Maglischo explained that to get propulsion during the inward portion of the insweep, 
the feet must remain flexed at the ankles so that the toes are pointing the bottom 
of the pool and the soles of the feet should be facing in. Though the latter portion of 
the insweep is less propulsive than the former portion, it is possible to swim world-
class times and even set world records without performing the second portion of the 
insweep.
The following three matters were made the premise to enable thrust analysis due to 
pinching insweep by this paper. The first one is that the shape was simplified in order 
to use hydrodynamics because the shape of the leg was complicated. The second one 
is that slender body theory was used to simplify the movement of pinching insweep. 
The third one is that the three angles δLT of the sole face are supposed when pressing 
water inward with the sole.
The purposes of this study are to simulate with thrust of "Pinching insweep" according 
to lighthill method. 
The conclusion is that the bigger the angle δLT of the sole surface is within its angle 
limit, the bigger the swimming velocity becomes.
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こ こ で 横 押 し 角 度 （ 図 4 - c ） を δ L Tと




















































































Stick Picture No. ―――― 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d(m)（変位） ―――― 0.21 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.09
δLT (°)
（横押し角度）
From 27° 27ﾟ 24ﾟ 21ﾟ 18ﾟ 15ﾟ 12ﾟ 9ﾟ
From 23° 23ﾟ 20ﾟ 17ﾟ 14ﾟ 11ﾟ 8ﾟ 5ﾟ
From 19° 19ﾟ 16ﾟ 13ﾟ 10ﾟ 7ﾟ 4ﾟ 1ﾟ
αht on(25)eq. ―――― 23ﾟ 23ﾟ 24ﾟ 24ﾟ 23ﾟ 23ﾟ 16ﾟ



















































































「L i g h t h i l l の理論」を使用して求めた
Pinching Insweepの瞬時推力Piと全抵抗Rpinch
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